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ABSTRACT-This paper shows a shallow parsing for the 

language Odia using Context-Free-Grammar concept. 

Parsing is the method used to describe the process of 

automatically building syntactic analysis of a sentence in 

terms of given grammar and lexicon. Parsing is also used to 

include both syntactic and semantic analysis, basically we 

here focus on parsing for “Odia Language” based on the 

grammar i.e. “Context Free Grammar” followed by Panini 

method and top down approach is applied. Everything is 

assumed here as a simple tree representation and underlying 

Context free grammatical (CFG) formalism. In this paper 

most of part of Odia language is described details like 

Tokenization, POS Tagging,NP-chunking, and Morphological 

Analysis. 

Keywords: Odia, Parsing ,Panini, Tagging, Grammar. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

        ‘Parsing’ is the term used to describe the process of 

automatically building syntactic analyses of a sentence in 

terms of a given grammar and lexicon. The resulting 

syntactic analyses may be used as input to a process of 

semantic interpretation, occasionally; ‘parsing’ is also used 

to include both syntactic and semantic analysis. We use it 

in the more conservative sense here, however. 

       In most contemporary grammatical formalisms, the 

output of parsing is something logically equivalent to a 

tree, displaying dominance and precedence relations 

between constituents of a sentence, perhaps with further 

annotations in the form of attribute-value equations 

(‘features’) capturing other aspects of linguistic 

description. However, there are many different possible 

linguistic formalisms, and many ways of representing each 

of them, and hence many different ways of representing the 

results of parsing. Here a simple tree representation is 

assumed, and an underlying context-free grammatical 

(CFG) formalism. However, all of the algorithms described 

here can usually be used for more powerful unification 

based formalisms, provided these retain a context-free 

‘backbone’, although in these cases their complexity and 

termination properties may be different. Parsing algorithms 

are usually designed for classes of grammar rather than 

tailored towards individual grammars. There are several 

important properties that a parsing algorithm should have if 

it is to be practically useful. It should also be ‘complete’; 

that it, it should assign to an input sentence all the analysis 

it can have with respect to the current grammar and 

lexicon. Ideally, the algorithm should also be ‘efficient’, 

entailing the minimum of computational work consistent 

with fulfilling the first two requirements, and ‘robust’: be 

having in a reasonably sensible way when presented with a 

sentence that it is unable to fully analysis successfully. In 

this discussion  
 

II. CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMAR 

        The most common way of modeling 

constituency.CFG = Context-Free Grammar = Phrase 

Structure Grammar= BNF = Backus-Naur Form. The idea 

of basing a grammar on constituent structure dates back to 

Wilhem Wundt (1890), but not formalized until Chomsky 

(1956), and, independently, by Backus (1959). 

 

G = <T, N, S, R> 

 

❖ T is set of terminals (lexicon) 

❖ N is set of non-terminals For NLP, we usually 

distinguish out a set P_N of preterminals which 

always rewrite as terminals. 

❖ S is start symbol (one of the non terminals) 

❖ R is rules/productions of the form X, where X is a 

non terminal and is a sequence of terminals 

❖ Non terminals (may be empty). 

❖ A grammar G generates a language L. 

 

AN EXAMPLE CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMAR FOR 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

 

G = <T, N, S, R> 

T = {that, this, a, the, boy, book, flight, meal, include, 

reads, does} 

N = {S, NP, NOM, VP, Det, Noun, Verb, Aux} 

S = S 

R = { 

S -> NP VP Det-> that | this | a | the 

S -> Aux NP VP Noun -> book | flight | meal | boy 

S -> VP Verb -> book | include | reads 

NP ->Det NOM Aux -> does 

NOM -> Noun 

NOM -> Noun NOM 

VP -> Verb 

VP -> Verb NP 

          } 
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S 

NP VP 

ମ ୁଁ ଘରକୁଁ ଯାଉଛ ି

 

NP VP 

S -> NP VP 

 

✓ Det NOM VP 

✓ The NOM VP 

✓ The Noun VP 

✓ The boy VP 

✓ The boy Verb NP 

✓ The boy reads NP 

✓ The boy readsDet NOM 

✓ The boy reads this NOM 

✓ The boy reads this Noun 

✓ The boy reads this book 

 

PARSE TREE FOR ENGLISH SENTENCE 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(Figure. 1 English sentence parsing) 

 

A. GRAMMATICALITY 

        A CFG defines a formal language = the set of all 

sentences (strings of words) that can be derived by the 

grammar. Sentences in this set said to be grammatical. 

Sentences outside this set said to be ungrammatical as 

shown in Fig. 1. 

 

B. TOP-DOWN PARSING 

Top-down parsing is goal-directed. 

❖ A top-down parser starts with a list of constituents 

to be built. 

❖ It rewrites the goals in the goal list by matching 

one against the LHS of the grammar rules, and 

expanding it with the RHS 

❖ Attempting to match the sentence to be derived. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples:-ମ ୁଁ ଘରକୁଁ ଯାଉଛ ି
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Figure.2 Odia sentence parsing) 

 

 

 

This is in SOV format as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
C. TOKENIZATION 

        Tokenization is one of the most common tasks when it 

comes to working with text data. Tokenization is 

essentially splitting a phrase, sentence, paragraph, or an 

entire text document into smaller units, such as individual 

words or terms. Each of these smaller units are called 

tokens. The process of demarcating and possibly 

classifying sections of a string of input characters. 

 

        For Example:ମ ୁଁ ଘରକୁଁ ଯାଉଛ/ିmu gharaku jauchhi. Here 

the word ମ ୁଁ, ଘରକୁଁ and ଯାଉଛ ିare each one token.  

 

D.  POS TAGGING 

POS Tagging is mapping from a sequence of words to a 

sequence of lexical categories.POS Tagging is the process 

of assigning a part of speech, like noun, verb, pronoun, 

adverb, adverb or other lexical class marker to each word 

in a sentence. The input to a tagging algorithm is a string of 

words of a natural language sentence and a specific tag set 

the output is a single POS Tag for each word. 

 
For Example: ମ ୁଁଘରକୁଁବସରର ଯାଉଛ/ିmu gharakubasrejauchhi. 

S 

NP VP 

Det NOM Verb 

The Noun reads 

boy this 

Book 

NP 

Det NOM 

Noun 
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Here the word ମ ୁଁis noun, ଘରକୁଁis noun, ବସରର is noun and 

ଯାଉଛiିs verb.  

 

E. MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS  

       Morphological analysis is a method for finding the 

root word of a particular word and its lexical information 

including number, gender and person.  

It is a method developed by Fritz Zwicky (1967, 1969) for 

exploring all the possible solutions to a multi-dimensional, 

non-quantified problem complex. It is a mapping from 

every element of the lexicon to all possible roots, along 

with all possible lexical information about the root that can 

be obtained from the surface form. From the point of POS 

tagging, the possible parts of speech (PPOS) a surface form 

of the word can take may be obtained from Morphological 

Analysis itself.  
 

 

 
Where R :- all possible roots. I :- set of all possible Lexical 

information  

 
Examples:- 

❖ ମ  ୁଁ ଘରକୁଁ ଯାଉଛି(mu gharaku jauchhi) 

❖ ମ  ୁଁ -   noun 
❖ ଘର-root word - nounଘରକୁଁ= 

ଘର+କୁଁ(vibhokti/ବିଭକି୍ତ-କୁଁ) 
❖ ଯିବା-root word verbଯାଉଛି =ଯିବା + ଉଛି 
❖  

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
        Here the method of tokenization is described for an 

Odia sentence, then POS Tagging is done applying 

Morphological Analysis using Context-Free-Grammar. Top 

down parsing method also described here for avoid 

confusion in syntactic level. Next a robust and deep parser 

will be made for Odia language using computational 

intelligent method by the system. 
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